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Abstract. We study a simple learning model based on the Hebb rule to cope with ‘delayed’,
unspeciﬁcreinforcement. Inspiteoftheunspeciﬁcnatureoftheinformation-feedback,convergence
to asymptotically perfect generalization is observed, with a rate depending, however, in a non-
universal way on learning parameters. Asymptotic convergence can be as fast as that of Hebbian
learning, butmaybeslower. Morever, foracertainrangeofparametersettings, itdependsoninitial
conditions whether the system can reach the regime of asymptotically perfect generalization, or
rather approaches a stationary state of poor generalization.
1. Introduction
Introducing biologically motivated features in models for learning usually has a double role:
testinghypothesesfornaturallearningandﬁndinghintsforartiﬁciallearning. Theseproblems
can be stated at various sophistication levels. Here we do not take the more ambitious point of
view of describing the complexity of the former or of ﬁnding optimal algorithms for the latter.
On the contrary, our motivation is to investigate which are the capabilities of very elementary
mechanisms.
One urgent problem with which a system, either natural or artiﬁcial, may be confronted
whentryingtoimproveitsperformanceistolearnonlyfromtheﬁnalsuccess/failureofaseries
of consecutive decisions. The typical situation we may consider is that of an ‘agent’ which
let free in a complicated ‘landscape’ tries many ‘paths’ to reach a ‘goal’ and has to optimize
its path (a local problem) knowing only the ‘time’ (or cost) it needs to reach the goal (global
information). Here‘goal’maybeasurvivalinterestorthesolutionofaproblem,‘path’aseries
of moves or of partial solution steps in a complex geographical or mathematical ‘landscape’
etc. Theproblemwewanttoapproachhereistoﬁndoutwhetherthereareelementaryfeatures
characterizing learning under such unspeciﬁc reinforcement conditions. From the point of
view of reinforcement learning our problem may be seen under the ‘class III’ problems in the
classiﬁcation of Hertz et al [1]. However, we stress that our attitude is not that of ﬁnding good
algorithms for tackling special problems, like movement, control or games—see, e.g., [2]. For
this reason we do not consider evolved algorithms from the class of Q-learning [3], of learning
using temporal differences [4], agent and critic [5] etc, but we restrict ourselves to the most
primitive algorithms which we may think of having a chance to have developed under natural
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conditions. On the other hand, if such algorithms prove capable of tackling the problem they
may well give further insights†.
In the case of neural network systems the usual situation lacks detailed control over the
synapses and learning is achieved by confronting the ‘pupil’ system with the correct answer
after each presentation of a pattern. For perceptrons both the unsupervised Hebb rule and the
supervisedperceptronalgorithmareknowntoleadtoanasymptoticallyperfectgeneralization,
although with different asymptotic laws. In our problem setting, however, the pupil never
knows the right answer to each question, but only the average error it makes over many tests.
In previous work concerned with this problem [7] (see also [8]) we presented an analysis of
a two-step algorithm based on the Hebb rule for perceptrons and used computer simulations
and a rough approximation to estimate the convergence conditions. In the present work we
undertake a detailed study of this learning algorithm which we call for simplicity ‘association-
reinforcement(AR)-Hebb rule’. This algorithm introduces two learning parameters and we
ﬁnd that its generalization behaviour is highly non-trivial: in the pre-asymptotic region and
depending on the network parameters ﬁxed points of the learning dynamics may appear. This
leads either to asymptotically perfect generalization with non-universal power laws depending
on the (ratio of the) learning parameters, or to stationary states of very poor generalization,
according to the network parameters and initial conditions.
That this AR-Hebb algorithm may be of a more general interest is suggested by applying
it to a concrete problem of optimizing paths in a landscape with obstacles and traps, in a neural
networkrecastingof[6]; thisstudywillbepresentedelsewhere(partialresultshavebeengiven
in [7]).
In the next section we shall introduce the problem and the algorithm, and in section 3 we
shall present results from numerical simulations. In section 4 we shall study a coarse-grained
approximation which is appropriate for large networks (‘thermodynamic limit’). Section 5 is
reserved for conclusions.
2. Learning rule for perceptrons under unspeciﬁc reinforcement
We consider perceptrons with Ising units s;si D 1 and real weights (synapses) Ji:
s D sign

1
p
N
N X
iD1
Jisi

D sign

1
p
N
J  s

: (1)
Here N is the number of input nodes, and we put no explicit thresholds. The network (pupil)
is presented with a series of patterns 
.q;l/
i , q 2 N, l D 1;:::;Lto which it answers with
s.q;l/. A training period consists of the successive presentation of L patterns. The answers are
compared with the corresponding answers t.q;l/ of a teacher with pre-given weights Bi and the
average error made by the pupil over one training period is calculated:
eq D
1
2L
L X
lD1
jt.q;l/ − s.q;l/j: (2)
The training algorithm consists of two parts:
(a) A ‘blind’ Hebb-type association at each presentation of a pattern:
J.q;l+1/ D J.q;l/ +
a1 p
N
s.q;l/.q;l/ (3)
† An illustration of the problem was provided in an early paper [6] dealing with these questions in the simulation of
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(b) An ‘unspeciﬁc’ but graded reinforcement proportional to the average error eq introduced
in (2), also Hebbian, at the end of each training period,
J.q+1;1/ D J.q;L+1/ −
a2 p
N
eq
L X
lD1
s.q;l/.q;l/: (4)
Because of these two steps we call this algorithm ‘AR-Hebb rule’ (or ‘two-Hebb rule’ [7]).
We are interested in the behaviour with the number of iterations q of the generalization error
g.q/:
g.q/ D
1

arccos

J  B
jJjj Bj

: (5)
The training patterns .q;l/ are generated randomly, and are taken to be unbiased in the
present paper. The case of structured patterns is more complicated, and will be dealt with in a
separate publication [9]. We shall test whether the behaviour of g.q/ follows a power law at
large q:
g.q/ ' const q−p: (6)
Notice the following features:
(a) During training the pupil only uses its own associations .q;l/ $ s.q;l/ and the average
error eq which does not refer speciﬁcally to the particular steps l.
(b) Since the answers s.q;l/ are made on the basis of the instantaneous weight values J.q;l/
whichchangeateachstepaccordingtoequation(3),theseriesofanswersformacorrelated
sequence with each step depending on the previous one. Therefore, eq in fact measures
the performance of a ‘path’, an interdependent set of decisions.
(c) ForL D 1thealgorithmreproducestheusual‘perceptronrule’(fora1 D 0)ortotheusual
‘unsupervisedHebbrule’(fora2 D 2a1)foron-linelearning, forwhichthecorresponding
asymptotic behaviour is known [10,11].
3. Numerical results
In a preliminary analysis [7] we have tested various combinations of L D 1;5;10;15 and
N D 50;100;200;300. We went with q up to 4  105. We found the convergence of the
learningproceduretodependontheratioa1=a2,inparticularnoconvergencewasfoundforLof
5 and higher if this ratio was decreased signiﬁcantly below 0:2. For ﬁxed a1;a 2the asymptotic
behaviour with q appeared well reproduced by a power law and the exponent was found to
depend on L.F o rLD1 varying a1=a2 between 0 and 1
2 interpolates between perceptron and
Hebbian learning, for ratios larger than 1 new asymptotic behaviour can be expected to show
up (see section 4)—we did not perform a systematic numerical analysis for L D 1, however.
In the present, more precise analysis we use L D 5;10 and N D 100;300, rising to
8  105 iterations. We introduce:
 D qL=N: (7)
We present here results for the following choices of parameters:
a2 D 0:012 (8)
.a/ a1 D a2=20 (9)
.b/ a1 D a2=5 (10)
.c/ a1 D a2=5 for <100L
a1 D a2=.2L/ for  > 100L
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.d/ a1 D a2=5 for <100L
a1 D 0 for  > 100L:
(12)
Weuserandominitialconditionswiththesamenormalizationfortheteacherandpupilweights,
B2=N D J2=N D 1. The results are shown in ﬁgure 1. In agreement with the preliminary
results of [7] we ﬁnd no convergence in case .a/ and convergence in case .b/. If a certain
thresholding isachieved,switchingtoasmallerratioa1=a2 isseentoacceleratetheasymptotic
convergence—case .c/—but even then a1 cannot be set to zero—case .d/. Similar behaviour
is observed for other N and L > 5.
This intriguing behaviour provoked us to try to obtain analytic understanding by using the
coarse-grained analysis discussed in the next section.
4. Coarse-grained analysis
We combine blind association (3) during a learning period of L elementary steps and the
graded unspeciﬁc reinforcement (4) at the end of each learning period into one coarse-grained
step
J.q+1;1/ D J.q;1/ +
1
p
N
.a1 − a2eq/
L X
lD1
sign.J.q;l/  .q;l//.q;l/ (13)
eq D
1
2L
L X
lD1
jsign.B  .q;l// − sign.J.q;l/  .q;l//j: (14)
We introduce the notations
O R.q;l/ D
1
N
B J.q;l/ O Q.q;l/ D
1
N
[J.q;l/]2 (15)
and we normalize the teacher weights to 1, i.e. B2=N D 1. In the ‘thermodynamic limit’
L=N ! 0 one can treat  as a continuous variable. We shall follow standard procedures
[1,11–13] and obtain the following expressions for the changes of O R and O Q over a coarse-
grained step:
L
d
d
O R D
1
p
N
.a1 − a2eq/
L X
lD1
sign.J.q;l/  .q;l//.B  .q;l// (16)
L
d
d
O Q D
2
p
N
.a1 − a2eq/
L X
lD1
sign.J.q;l/  .q;l//.J.q;l/  .q;l//
+
1
N
.a1 − a2eq/2
 L X
lD1
sign.J.q;l/  .q;l//.q;l/
2
: (17)
In the following we shall consider unbiased random input-patterns with
h
.l;q/
i 
.k;r/
j iD ijlkqr: (18)
The local ﬁelds:
h
.q;l/
J D
1
p
N
J.q;l/  .q;l/ h
.q;l/
B D
1
p
N
B  .q;l/ (19)
are then normally distributed with second moments
h.h
.q;l/
J /2iDhO Q.q;l/iDQ h .h
.q;l/
B /2iD1 h .h
.q;l/
J h
.q;l/
B /iDhO R.q;l/iDR: (20)A two-step algorithm for learning from unspeciﬁc reinforcement 5753
(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Generalization error g versus  for N D 100, L D 5 and L D 10 (a), (b) and N D 300,
L D 5 and L D 10 (c), (d), for the algorithms (a)–(d) of equations (9)–(12). The lines indicate
the expected asymptotic behaviour as suggested by the coarse-grained approximation discussed in
section 4 for the corresponding a1=a2 ratio, as well as two further power laws for illustration.5754 RK¨ uhn and I-O Stamatescu
(c)
(d)
Figure 1. (Continued.)A two-step algorithm for learning from unspeciﬁc reinforcement 5755
Their joint probability density is thus given by
p.hJ;h B/D
1
2
p
1
exp

−
1
21
.Qh2
B − 2RhJhB +h2
J/

(21)
with
1 D Q − R2: (22)
In the thermodynamic limit N !1 , the self-overlap of the learner O Q and its overlap O R
with the teacher are self-averaging, so that their evolution equations (16), (17) can be directly
rewritten in terms of evolution equations for their averages. Moreover, these averages Q and
R become smooth functions on the -scale, so that we can neglect the dependence of R and
Q on l in (21) when used to perform averages on the right-hand sides of (16) and (17), as it
would only produce O.1=N/ corrections to the evolution equations, which become negligible
as N !1 . One thus obtains
dR
d
D
r
2

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R
p
Q
−
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2

R
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Q
−
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L
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1
L

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
(23)
dQ
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where
P D−
1

p
1
Z 1
−1
e− 1
2x2
sign.x/
Z 1
Rx
dye− 1
21y2
D 1−
2

arccos

R
p
Q

: (25)
The generalization error is
g D
1

arccos

R
p
Q

: (26)
We may formally eliminate one of the learning parameters by rescaling our quantities by the
parameter a2:
R D Ra2 Q D Qa2
2  D
a1
a2
: (27)
We then obtain
dg
d
D−
1
p
2 L
p
Q
sin.g/ +
1
2Q
cotg.g/

2 −

2 −
1
L

g +

1 −
1
L

2
g

(28)
d
p
Q
d
D
r
2


 −

1 −
1
L

g −
1
2L
.1 − cos.g//

+
1
2
p
Q

2 −

2 −
1
L

g +

1 −
1
L

2
g

: (29)
To establish the asymptotic behaviour we look for solutions of equations (28), (29) in the
limit of small g, large Q. To leading order (for >0), these equations become
dg
d
'−
 g p
2 L
p
Q
+
2
22Qg
(30)
d
p
Q
d
'
r
2

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which can be solved exactly to give
2
g '

p
2. 1
L − 1/
Q−1=2 + c1Q− 1
2L for  6D
1
L
(32)
2
g '

1

p
2L
lnQ1=2 + c2

Q−1=2 for  D
1
L
(33)
i.e. explicitly
2
g '
1
2. 1
L − 1/
−1 + Q c1− 1
L for  6D
1
L
(34)
2
g '

1
2
ln + Q c2

−1 for  D
1
L
(35)
Q '
2

22 (36)
asymptotically at large .
We see that for < 1
Lwe obtain asymptotically perfect generalization, the dominant term
exhibiting the usual power −1
2 (and, for L D 1,  D 0:5, also the usual coefﬁcient [11]), while
for > 1
Lthe second term in (32), (34) dominates and again ensures perfect generalization
but with a different power law, −1=.2L/.F o rD1
Lwe obtain logarithmic corrections—see
equations (33), (35). Notice that these results also hold for L D 1.
In the case  D 0 one can see from (28), (29) that starting with any ﬁnite Q one cannot
have perfect generalization for L>1. For L D 1 one re-obtains the asymptotic behaviour
found in [10].
There is, however, a non-trivial pre-asymptotic region, which turns out to be dominated
by two stationarity conditions, one for the self-overlap, dQ=d D 0, and one for the overlap
with the teacher-conﬁguration, dR=d D 0 or, alternatively, that for the generalization error
dg=d D 0. For suitable values of the network parameters, the two stationarity conditions
may simultaneously be satisﬁed, leading to ﬁxed points of the learning dynamics, one of these
fully stable and with poor generalization, the other partially stable.
To this pre-asymptotic region we shall now turn our attention and thereby also obtain
further speciﬁcations for the parameters. In ﬁgure 2 we show the evolution of g and Q
according to equations (28), (29), starting from g.0/ D 0:5 and various Q.0/ D Q0†. The
various trajectories are parametrized by . In all cases there is a critical value c.Q0/ which
separates ﬂows toward a stationary state of poor generalization from ﬂows toward perfect
asymptotic generalization. The ﬁxed point in the Q; g plane (with a location parametrized
by ) which is responsible for this behaviour has an attractive and a repulsive direction. For
a given initial condition Q0, the critical value c.Q0/ is deﬁned as that value for which the
attractive manifold connects the initial condition to the partially stable ﬁxed point; for smaller
values of  the ﬂow always is from the initial condition to the fully stable ﬁxed point with
poor generalization, for slightly larger values of  the ﬂow is towards asymptotically perfect
generalization. Atstilllargervaluesofthetwoﬁxedpointseventuallycoalesceanddisappear
altogether. Then we always have asymptotically perfect generalization. Some values for
c.Q0/ are given in table 1.
In ﬁgure 3 we describe the ﬂow in this plane for a given , this should be compared with
the -trajectories in the Q; gplane for various  with different starting points Q0, ﬁgure 2.
† Notice that due to (27) the dependence on the initial conditions Q0 may be translated into a dependence on the
learning rate for the initial network: for a ﬁxed ratio  of learning rates, and given values of the original overlaps Q
and R, ﬁner updating (smaller a1 and a2) is equivalent to larger values of rescaled overlaps, hence a larger value of
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Evolution of the generalization error g (vertical axis) and of
p
Q (horizontal axis) at
L D 10 for various  (a) and starting points Q.0/ (b).5758 RK¨ uhn and I-O Stamatescu
(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Flow in the plane g, Q. The dot-dashed curve corresponds to stationarity condition
dg=d D 0, the dashed curve to dQ=d D 0. (a) L D 10,  D 0:075; two ﬁxed points (one all
stable, one partially stable) clearly show up, the full curves represent the stable and the unstable
manifolds of the partially stable ﬁxed point. (b) L D 5,  D 0:2, a parameter setting for which
there are no ﬁxed points. For every starting point we have convergence to perfect generalization.
(Cf also ﬁgure 2.)A two-step algorithm for learning from unspeciﬁc reinforcement 5759
Table 1. Critical value of  for L D 10 and various initial conditions.
p
Q0 1 10 100 1000 10000
c.Q0/ 0.2545(5) 0.2185(5) 0.1385(5) 0.0875(5) 0.0485(5)
In ﬁgure 4 we directly plot g./. As can be seen from all these ﬁgures, for < cthe
training leads to an initial improvement which is, however, limited and followed by a very
rapid deterioration toward confusion. For > c , in contrast, the learning stabilizes and
leads to asymptotically perfect generalization with a -dependent power law in agreement
with equations (34), (35).
These analytic results compare very well with the numerical results given in the previous
section, both in the pre-asymptotic and in the asymptotic region (cf ﬁgure 1).
5. Summary and discussion
In the present paper we have investigated a two-phase learning algorithm for perceptrons,
named the AR-Hebb algorithm. Its ﬁrst phase consists of a series of Hebb-type synaptic
modiﬁcations, correlating, however, input and self-computed output (blind association) rather
thaninputandclampedteacheroutput. Thisﬁrstphaseisfollowedbyanunspeciﬁcbutgraded
reinforcement-type learning step which leads to a partial reversal of the previous series of
Hebb-type synaptic modiﬁcations, depending on current average success rates.
Our main motivation has been biological, attempting to honour the observation that a
learner’s control over its neurons and synapses might be less speciﬁc and direct than ordinary
supervised learning algorithms usually presume, while basically adhering to the Hebbian
learning paradigm.
Our central results can be stated as follows:
(i) Despite the fact that feedback on the learner’s performance enters its learning dynamics
only in an unspeciﬁc way in that it cannot be associated with a single identiﬁable
correct or incorrect associations, convergence of the AR-Hebb algorithm in the sense
of asymptotically perfect generalization is observed.
(ii) For given initial conditions, this convergence depends on the parameters of the algorithm;
in particular none of these parameters can be set to zero. Alternatively, at ﬁxed L and the
ratio of the algorithm parameters convergence may depend on initial conditions.
In the details the dynamics of this algorithm was found to be unexpectedly complex.
Depending on the parameters, ﬁxed points in the dynamic ﬂow may emerge—one stable, the
otheronlypartiallystable. Theattractingmanifoldofthelatterconstitutesaseparatrixdividing
initialstatesintotwosets,oneforwhichthealgorithmconverges,andanotherforwhichitdoes
not in which case the ﬂow is driven to the all-stable ﬁxed point with poor generalization. Seen
from a different point of view, a given initial condition (given updating speed) may be found
to belong to the asymptotically converging lot, or to end up in a state of poor generalization,
depending on network parameters.
On the other hand, parameter settings may be varied in such a way that the two ﬁxed
points eventually coalesce and disappear, rendering convergence of the algorithm independent
of initial conditions. The pre-asymptotic regime of the learning process is then still inﬂuenced
by the lines in the g–Q plane along which either dg=d or dQ=d (but not both) vanish.
Much to our surprise, the convergence rate of the algorithm was found to depend in a
non-universal manner on the ratio of learning parameters. In spite of the non-speciﬁc nature5760 RK¨ uhn and I-O Stamatescu
(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Generalization error g versus  at L D 10 for various  and for starting point
Q.0/ D 1000. The straight lines in (a) show the dominant asymptotic behaviour for the
correspondingfrom(34),(35)(noticethatfor 6 1=Lthenormalizationisﬁxed;for 6 1=Lwe
also give a ﬁt using the subdominant terms in (34), (35)). (b) Ampliﬁed view at the pre-asymptotic
region.A two-step algorithm for learning from unspeciﬁc reinforcement 5761
of the information feedback on the learning dynamics, convergence can be as fast as that of
Hebbian learning, g  −1=2,i fL < 1, whereas it is slower and exhibits a non-universal
parameter dependent rate, g  −1=2L,i fL > 1. Logarithmic corrections appear in the
marginal case L D 1.
Onemayaskoneself,whythereisnogeneralizationforaperceptron-typealgorithm D 0
(i.e., a1 D 0). We can offer a simple observation which may be of heuristic value: since for
L D 1 eq can only be 0 or 1 a1 D 0 means penalty for failure, no change for success, i.e. the
usual perceptron learning rule known to converge. However, for L>1e qcan take fractional
values in the interval [0;1]. In this case a1 D 0 means penalty for all answers which are short
of perfect, i.e. even if the pupil is successful in far above 50% of the cases. This procedure
can turn out to be destructive.
Toputourﬁndingsintoabroaderperspective,itisperhapsappropriatetonotethatasimilar
kindofunspeciﬁcinformationfeedbackasinoursetupoccursincommittee-machinelearning.
While in our case, information feedback is unspeciﬁc in time (with respect to the pattern labels
within a longer series on which the learner may have been in error), unspeciﬁcity in the
committeemachinereferstospace, i.e., thelabel(s)ofthenode(s)whichmayhavecontributed
to a wrong output upon presentation of a single pattern. In the details, though, the way in
which unspeciﬁc feedback is utilized in the dynamics is different in the two setups, leading to
different asymptotic laws, and to different behaviour in the pre-asymptotic regime. Although
plateaus in the learning dynamics occur in both setups, this similarity is superﬁcial. Whereas
in the committee machine, the appearance of plateaus is related to a permutation symmetry of
the nodes and escape therefrom to its breaking (a transition to specialization), there is strictly
speaking no time-translation symmetry within a coarse-grained step, and no breaking thereof,
as each coarse-grained step constitutes a whole correlated path of events during which the
learner already evolves in response to the patterns presented. Quantitatively the difference
manifests itself in the fact that plateaus in our setup have a much higher generalization error
than those in the committee machines, and that the AR-Hebb rule may converge to a state
of poor generalization even if its its initial performance is almost perfect (as can be seen in
ﬁgure 3(a)). Still, it may be interesting to enquire whether techniques akin to those invented
in order to decrease the extent of plateaus in committe-machine learning (see [14] for a recent
reference) might be utilized to improve the present setup.
We have not addressed issues related to optimal parameter settings or optimal online-
controlofparameters(thelatterissuewouldinsomesenserunagainstouroriginalbiologically
minded starting point), nor have we investigated the performance of the algorithm in multi-
layer architectures so far. Clearly these may be interesting topics to pursue in future research,
asmaybemoredetailedinvestigationsofthealgorithmasanintricatedynamicalsystemperse.
Note added in proof. We would like to add the following interesting observation. A variant of the present algorithm
which introduces an additional biologically motivated element of indeterminism by including patterns in the second
(reinforcement)phaseofasessiononlywithprobabilityp<1showsqualitativelythesamebehaviourasthealgorithm
studied in the present paper. A rough ﬁrst quantitative characterization of this modiﬁcation would be that it leads to an
effectiverescalingoftheparametera2 ofthealgorithmbyapproximatelyafactorp,entailingacorrespondingrescaling
of the parameter  and the scaled self-overlap Q, viz.  ! =p and Q ! Q=p2. This leads to a corresponding
reduction of critical ’s for given initial condition Q0 or, alternatively, to a reduction of the minimum Q0 required for
convergence at a given . These results are well corroborated by numerical simulations.
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